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BE DIRECT

Living in our constantly 
changing world  creates 
opportunities for social 
entrepreneurs who find 
opportunity within the chaos

BE EMOTIONAL

Be able to walk in someone 
else’s shoes, have empathy, 
listen, reflect, be flexible 
and adaptable 
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Chaos is opportunity



INSIGHT_ONE

QUESTION 01:

What can we 
learn about 
being a social 
entrepreneur 
from social 
entrepreneurs? 

QUESTION 02:

How can we 
reinforce the 
value of 
listening and 
reflecting?

QUESTION 03:

How to keep 
going, reflect 
and learn from 
the highs and 
the lows?

QUESTION 04:

How can we 
learn to let go 
of our baby?

QUESTION 05:

How to be 
flexible and 
embrace 
uncertainty?



IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PIONEERSINSIGHT ONE DESCRIPTION

Learning from the experiences of social 
entrepreneurs highlights: recognise that we live 
in uncertainty, be aware that inspiration is all 
around, reflect on your journey and learn to let 
go.

Being empathetic is at the core of successful 
initiatives. Understanding other people’s 
perspectives, accepting that other people think 
differently and that there is no right or wrong.

There will be ups and downs, enjoy the journey, 
learn from both and celebrate the successes. 
Growth and sustainability is achievable when you 
invite others to contribute their creativity and 
ideas.

SKILLS:

CHALLENGES:

+ Uncertainty and constant change

+ It’s a roller coaster of ups and 

downs

+ Learning to let go

SKILLS:

+ Empathy

+ Being flexible and adaptable

+ Determination

+ Listening

+ Reflection

POTENTIAL:

+ The importance of reflection

+ Never stop learning

+ Keep going
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BE DIRECT

Creative initiatives need to 
be useful and achieve 
impact. Think critically 
about your idea, the 
actions, ask “What if? and 
“So What?”

BE EMOTIONAL

Is it something that people 
really need and really want? 
Will it make a difference? 
Is it sustainable?

INSIGHT_TWO
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The secret of sustainability



QUESTION 01:

You have a 
great 
idea…..What 
difference will 
it make and to 
whom?

QUESTION 02:

How do we 
achieve 
transformative 
systems change?

QUESTION 03:

How can we live 
better 
questions 
together?

QUESTION 04:

Is it useful?

QUESTION 05:

Will the impact 
be long term?

INSIGHT_TWO



IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PIONEERSINSIGHT TWO DESCRIPTION

Inspiration is everywhere and by being fully in 
the present, listening, seeing, experiencing and 
reflecting you find the little sparks of 
inspiration that can lead to big ideas.

Never turn your back on these sparks of 
inspiration, but in pursuing shared goals and 
creating our collective solutions to common 
challenges, check and consider what is the 
tangible result you are trying to achieve. 

Think about what will happen as a result if this 
initiative gets off the ground
Ask yourself the “What if..? And the “So what..” 
questions.
Is ‘it’ useful to the community?
What will be the outcome, the impact?

Ask the questions together, follow the path to 
collective wisdom to develop fruitful and useful 
ideas.

SKILLS:

CHALLENGES:

+ Is it sustainable?

+ Does the community want it?

+ What difference will it make?

SKILLS:

+ Build relationship of trust

+ Hear, see, experience, reflect

+ Able to Question yourself/your idea

+ Understand social impact

POTENTIAL:

+ Alway seek out opportunity

+ Right place, right time

+ Living the questions together
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BE DIRECT

Finding common goals and 
coming together as a network 
of support, cooperation and 
collaboration to design 
collective solutions

BE EMOTIONAL

It’s not all about you!
You can’t do it by yourself, 
it’s all about connecting 
people to make good things 
happen

INSIGHT_THREE
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The power of collaboration



IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PIONEERSINSIGHT THREE DESCRIPTION

Being a catalyst for change, the humble leader 
drives sustainable change by connecting people 
and resources

Identifying common goals, finding people who 
bring the talents, the weaver brings people 
together, to work collectively to create 
effective solutions.

Random conversations, new connections and 
emerging opportunities for cooperation underpin 
the creation of sustainable solutions.

Shared goals across all sectors: private 
businesses; government institutions, academic 
and social economy (NGOs) underpinned by 
collective commitment can foster social 
innovation and social entrepreneurship.

Collaboration can achieve greater results, 
weavers connect people and create the conditions 
for the emergence of solutions. 

SKILLS:

CHALLENGES:

+ Changing from successful hero to 

pioneer communities

+ Finding your ecosystem of support

+ Establishing collaborations 

underpinned by trust

SKILLS:

+ Being a Humble Leader

+ Energising and inspiring others

+ Seeking out people and resources

+ Being a Connector

POTENTIAL:

+ Moving from the ‘me’ to ‘we’

+ The value of a well-designed 

network of support, cooperation and 

collaboration

+

+



INSIGHT_THREE

QUESTION 01:

What are the 
ingredients we 
need to build 
trust?

QUESTION 02:

Where do I find 
my ecosystem of 
support?

QUESTION 03:

What makes 
people want to 
work together?

QUESTION 04:

How do I 
inspire and 
engage to 
connect co-
creators?

QUESTION 05:

How do I become 
a weaver?
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BE DIRECT

Open your mind to ideas that 
are completely the opposite 
to what you believe

BE EMOTIONAL

Creativity and crazy ideas 
are fuelled by our 
differences

INSIGHT_FOUR
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Different makes a difference



INSIGHT_FOUR

QUESTION 01:

How do we 
encourage 
everybody to 
learn to 
listen?

QUESTION 02:

Why look to the 
past, present 
and future?

QUESTION 03:

How to build 
our creative 
and social 
capital from 
our 
differences?

QUESTION 04:

How to change 
hearts and 
minds?

QUESTION 05:

How to embrace 
multiple 
perspectives?



IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PIONEERSINSIGHT FOUR DESCRIPTION

We all have something in common, yet our 
differences can still divide societies. Value 
what we can learn from the experiences of 
others, from different backgrounds, cultures and 
societies - diversity fuels creativity, an 
inclusive and fair society is an equal society.

If you surround yourself in ‘sameness’, where 
will you find the new ideas?

We all have responsibility to look to a better 
future for people and planet. Let’s consider 
what we can learn from the established past, 
draw on the innovative present to design and 
take action and create a transformative future.

Share knowledge and connect with people for the 
good of humanity, for the good of all.

SKILLS:

CHALLENGES:

+ Society is not inclusive

+ Difference is not always accepted

+ Opportunities are being missed

+

SKILLS:

+ Investigating multiple perspectives

+ Promoting understanding

+ Learning from difference

POTENTIAL:

+ Valuing diversity 

+ Open hearts and minds

+ Co-designing a better future for 

all







SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE REGION
Sustainable solutions are driven by collective actions
with common goals, which lead to transformative systems
change.

Chaos and uncertainty demand flexibility and the
ability to adapt to change. Be empathetic, listen and
reflect as random sparks of inspiration can ignite big
ideas.

The potential of creativity is exponential when we
appreciate and value our differences and explore
alternative perspectives, allow ourselves to be
challenged by differences in opinion and search widely
for new experiences.

Networks of support, cooperation and collaboration are
as essential as the belief that the solution is
valuable, achievable and useful to the community.

THE REGION OF:

Sustainable 
systematic solutions

Cooperation, collaboration & connectivity

The value of difference

Transformative change for a better world


